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WIRED FOR GROWTH
Propelify festival draws tech professionals to Hoboken,
highlighting the state’s commitment to innovation
BY DANIEL J. MUNOZ
@DANIELMUNOZ100

T

he Propelify Innovation Festival, a
technology entrepreneur event held
in Hoboken, hadn’t been able to
catch a break these past two years. In 2019,
cold and rainy weather held down attendance. Then in 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced the organizers to go remote.
This year, the delta variant prompted a vaccine requirement for admission.
But Aaron Price, head of TechUnited,
which founded and organizes the annual
event, said the tech industry faces such challenges all time. And it’s full steam ahead.
“Life isn’t easy, building companies isn’t
easy,” he said in an interview. “It’s become
par for the course.”
The 2021 festival, held on Oct. 6 along
the Hudson River, drew thousands of attendees and was “bustling,” Price said. “I’m
thrilled with the turnout.”
The sectors with tables at the festival, or
a speaker or attendee, ranged from wellness
tech companies to clean energy and future
of work – essentially what the workplace will
look like now that more companies are incorporating telecommuting.
“You can just see the energy in the entrepreneurial ecosystem, just walking in,”
said Tim Sullivan, head of the New Jersey
Economic Development Authority. “Different companies that are doing their thing
— pitching what they’ve got, trying to get
people’s attention and become the next big
thing, which is exactly what we want.”
Gov. Phil Murphy has, after all, said
since early in his term that he would like to
make New Jersey the “State of Innovation,”
and that “New Jersey was Silicon Valley before there even was a Silicon Valley.”
Murphy, who is facing reelection in
less than a month, scored a number of business wins in September. His Republican
challenger, former state Assemblyman Jack
Ciattarelli, contends that the Democratic
incumbent has made New Jersey too hostile
to businesses.
Late in the month, the state announced
a $109 million tax break for financial technology giant Fiserv to renovate and open a
428,000-square-foot, four-story office site in
Berkeley Heights, a Union County suburb
along the Interstate 78 corridor.
The company will create 1,927 new jobs
and said 1,063 jobs would have left the state
had it gone elsewhere.
That same month, the state also approved a $9.9 million tax break for Party

From left: Amazon NYC
Head of External Affairs
Carley Graham Garcia, SOSV
Managing Partner Sean
O’Sullivan, NJEDA CEO Tim
Sullivan. - DANIEL J. MUNOZ

Aaron Price, TechUnited:NJ
CEO and Propelify founder
speaks at the Oct. 6 event.
- DANIEL J. MUNOZ

City to consolidate several regional offices
into one space in Woodcliff Lake. And the
state attracted a major tech hub to Newark,
the $50 million HAX tech accelerator facility in Newark.
Under that deal, Princeton-based SOSV
and the state will each put up $25 million for
the facility, which is scheduled to open next
summer with an eye toward attracting industrial, health care and climate tech startups.
The agreement calls for HAX to attract,
develop and support 100 startups over the
next five years. It will lease up to 60,000
square feet of space for up to 200 founders
and their staff, as well as fabrication and prototyping workshops. The companies will receive resources, mentorship, education and
financial investment.
Each company must create at least 2,500
jobs over the next decade in order to qualify

for financial support from the state and HAX,
according to a joint statement from SOSV
and the Murphy administration.
“We’ve already met a handful of really
interesting startups, other investors that
are in the area,” Garrett Winther, a partner
at HAX, told NJBIZ at the Propelify festival.
“A lot of people that I’m learning about for
the first time, like ‘wow you guys are coming to the neighborhood? Cool, let’s talk’.
So, there’s a lot of opportunities, not just
in start-ups and investors, but universities
and corporates.”
Institutions like Princeton University;
the New Jersey Institute of Technology, also
in Newark; and the New Jersey Manufacturing Extension Program would play a key role
in funneling local talent to these startups at
the HAX headquarters.
Email: dmunoz@njbiz.com
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Still not the season to be jolly
After the CDC flubs COVID holiday guidance, businesses and public health experts are wary about the holidays
BY DANIEL J. MUNOZ
@DANIELMUNOZ100

L

ast week, federal health officials
found themselves in a sticky situation. Guidance the federal Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention issued
on Oct. 4 called for a socially distanced holiday season. The advice mirrored much of
the guidance published for the 2020 holiday season when vaccines were scarce and
urged that “the safest way to celebrate is
virtually, with people who live with you, or
outside and at least 6 feet apart from others.”
“Attending gatherings to celebrate
events and holidays increases your risk of
getting and spreading COVID-19,” the CDC
said. If the gatherings are indoors and inperson, the CDC said that doors and windows should be opened, and window fans
turned on to increase ventilation.
But over the next 24 hours, the CDC
walked back its recommendations, and Dr.
Anthony Fauci, one of the nation’s top infectious disease experts, said it was “too soon
to tell” whether
Americans can safely gather1
Primepoint.PE.Oct.2021.NJBIZ.pdf
for the holidays. “I will be spending Christmas with my family. I encourage people,
particularly the vaccinated people who are

protected, to have a good, normal Christmas
with your family,” he said last week.
The holiday season is imminent. And
the CDC’s flub made one thing clear: COVID-19 will continue to be on people’s minds
through the end of the year.
“I actually think caution is warranted still for this holiday season because
we’re nowhere out of
the woods for this pandemic,” said Perry Halkitis, dean of the Rutgers
School of Public Health.
“We don’t have herd immunity. We don’t have
vaccinations for chilHalkitis
dren. We know there are
breakthrough infections.” But Halkitis, who
has advised the Murphy administration on
its COVID-19 response, nonetheless called
the CDC’s announcement a “misstep.”
“There’s confusion already for people and
that didn’t help matters,” he said in an interview. Many Americans, he added, are “somewhere in the middle” between outright skepticism
and denial
of COVID-19 protocols and the
10/4/21
10:42 AM
vaccines on the one hand, and public health
experts on the other hand still urging caution,
“and they don’t know what the hell to do.”

For Halkitis, caution might mean only
gathering with other people who are vaccinated, use of a mask, keeping gatherings on
the small side, avoiding crowds, and replacing
family-style meals with individual portions.
Murphy, when asked about the original
CDC guidance, contended that COVID-19
is largely here to stay, if not as a devastating
pandemic, then as a year-round endemic.
“It’s never going to be zero,” the governor
said on Oct. 4 before the CDC pulled back
its guidelines. “The operating assumption,
folks, is it’s going to be in our midst.”
So people are going to learn to adapt.
They want to get out and live their lives
safely, wearing masks when necessary and
getting the vaccine, said
Michele Siekerka, president and chief executive
officer of the New Jersey
Business and Industry
Association. “People are
realizing that this isn’t
going away, that we have
Siekerka
to learn to live with it, but
we have to live,” she told NJBIZ. “People are
doing what they’re comfortable with.”
That means more family gatherings
for the holiday season and certainly more

shopping, though high-risk workers like
health care staff and other front-line personnel might be more inclined to wear a
face-covering or stay on the sidelines.
Sylvia Twersky, a public health professor
at The College of New Jersey, expressed a similar
sentiment. “People who
are fully vaccinated and
not living with anyone
at risk,” like the unvaccinated, immunocompromised or elderly, “may
Twersky
choose to just live their
regular life,” she said in an email. “COVID-19
is not something that is going away anytime
soon, so we are all practicing risk reduction
based on our tolerance for and personal understanding of the risk.”
As for her confidence about the holiday season, Siekerka pointed to a report
from the NPD Group, a retail analyst firm
based in Port Washington, N.Y. The Sept. 30
study found that 29% of consumers plan to
spend more this year on holiday shopping
than in 2020, citing the ability to finally see
family again for the holidays.
Nearly 60% said they’re comfortable
See HOLIDAYS on page 6
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HOLIDAYS
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shopping in stores because of the availability of the COVID-19 vaccine, while twothirds of U.S. consumers “expect their 2021
holiday season will be more like it was last
year, than it was during the pre-pandemic
holiday season in 2019.” NPD said overall
holiday sales in November and December
should rise 3% over last year and increase
by 5% during the extended holiday season
of October through January.
Nonetheless, businesses across industries that typically enjoy a holiday boom
said they see uncertainty, either from COVID-19 and the delta variant, or ancillary
effects of the pandemic such as labor shortages and the supply chain disruption.
Danielle Decostello, owner of Bella
Organici Skin Bar, a spa with a locations in
Cranford and Millburn, said interest is weak
in services typically offered during the fall
when kids are back in school, and during the
winter and holiday season. The business offers waxes, eyebrow work and facials, which
are particularly popular during the holidays.
“People are like ‘I’m home, I don’t really need it, I’m wearing a mask when I’m
[out],’” she said.
Sharon Spatucci, who owns Sugarplum
Studio, an edible art studio in Cherry Hill
that offers baking and cake-decorating work-

shops, said her operations were slammed
during the pandemic closures and expects a
50% drop in sales through the holiday season.
She was pessimistic enough that Sugarplum Studio will be closing for good Dec.
30, citing “18 months of rising cost of goods
and materials, a labor shortage, and declining ticket sales from distanced seating and
capacity mandates, plus a marked reduction in private party bookings.”
GROUNDED?
Travel, another holiday-centric industry,
could also take a hit this season. “We are not
expecting holiday travel to be what it once
was pre-COVID,” said Tracy Noble, a spokesperson for the American Automobile Association, which analyzes the nationwide travel
industry in all its modes of transportation.
“Unfortunately, it is a wait and see game.”
Airfare is not expected to be particularly
high for Thanksgiving since it’s “typically a
drive holiday to begin with,” meaning many
Americans would likely “keep their plans with
family if they are driving to their destination.”
More avid travelers are willing to navigate COVID-19 restrictions and more people are in fact traveling than before, but volumes are not close to the widely expected
rebound. Data from Airlines for America, a
trade group, showed U.S airline passenger
numbers down 22% compared to pre-COVID, while scheduled flights are down 17%
and ticket sales are 38% lower. A recovery

to 2019 levels is not expected until at least
2022, or in 2024, in a pessimistic scenario.
But United Airlines, which uses Newark
Liberty International Airport as one of its national hubs, announced on Oct. 7 that it was
adding flights in November and December
for what it called a “surge in holiday travel.”
“We know families and friends are eager
to reunite this holiday season, which is why
we’re thrilled to add new flights that will help
them connect and celebrate together,” said Ankit Gupta, United’s vice president of network
planning and scheduling, a statement. Gupta
cited “a lot of pent-up demand in our data.”
And Cris Candelinoat, president of
travel agency Prestige Travel in Highlands,
said many holiday season bookings made
earlier in the year have yet to be cancelled.
SLOW SUPPLY CHAINS
With COVID-19 becoming more endemic, businesses might have more pressing concerns, suggested David Marcotte,
of Kantar Retail, where
he analyzes retail and
technology trends. Such
issues range from persistent labor shortages that
could continue through
the end of the year, skyrocketing costs for goods
Marcotte
and widespread shipping delays due to a nearly two-year upheaval of global supply chains.

“The current recommendation is buy
for Christmas today, forget about prices …
it might not show up until Christmas,” he
said. “COVID’s impact in terms of manufacturing … and then in terms of demand …
and the ability for supply chains to manage
all the tensions in between has been the
number one story for the last year.”
The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey, which operates one of the nation’s busiest ports, the Port Newark-Elizabeth Terminal, reported that August 2021
was the third-busiest month in the bi-state
agency’s 100-year history.
That’s not normal, Marcotte said. And
it’s only going to get worse heading into the
holidays. “It takes one thing to cause it to fall
apart,” he said of the global supply chain,
“because there’s been so much stress on the
system.” Average shipping times have soared
from between 25 and 30 days to between 90
and 220 days in some instances.
Siekerka agreed. Those “hot-button issues” like supply chain delays will continue to
be on many businesses owner’s minds through
the holidays. “We’re going to continue to see the
challenge of brick-and-mortar stores,” she said.
In a particularly pessimistic scenario,
labor shortages could mean “shorter retail
hours” during the holidays, and restaurants doing away with sit-down dining “because they
simply don’t have the people to run the restaurant, so they’re doing take-out,” Marcotte said.
Email: dmunoz@njbiz.co,
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Changing Tax Laws. Shifting Markets.
Evolving Priorities.
From our workplace to how we do business, the status quo has been forever
changed. And now new tax laws and regulations are on the horizon. Let
EisnerAmper’s tax professionals be your guide, transforming your tax strategy to
meet the challenges and greet the opportunities of a new day.
Moving Forward. Together.

Learn how the latest tax law changes may impact your business at
EisnerAmper.com/TAXLAW

REGISTER NOW: LWEworld.com/events -or- CALL: 1-877-293-2090

Dawson and Pertik’s coffee
business grew out of the simple
need for a good brew. - JAVA LOVE

Join us as we proudly present

THE 2021 TOP 25
LEADING WOMEN VIRTUAL
RECOGNITION EVENT
OCTOBER 28th at 6pm
INTRODUCING THE HONOREES
Emma Aer – Franklin Foods
Nicole Boulukos
oulukos and Carissa Jordan –
Benjamin Talks, Inc.
Paige Brattin – See Worthy Patches
Laura Crothers Osborn– Crothers Consulting, LLC
Kim Crotty – Human Resources Consultant
Ushta Davar Canteenwalla – FiND Genetics, LLC
Sari Freeman – Passages of Distinction, LLC
Jennifer Gillman – Gillman Strategic Group, LLC
Regina Hampton, MD, FACS – Cherry Blossom
Intimates, Inc.
Michelle Heide – Michelle Heide & Associates, a financial
advisory practice of Ameriprise
Marci Hopkins – Wake Up with Marci
Joanna Jin – Goldman Sachs
Jessica King – Botkeeper
Sandy Ko – Customer Management Practice
Shelly Koonce – Novartis
Laura Longman – Princeton Area Community Foundation
Lisa Marks-Canty – NEST Global Solutions, LLC
Mari Marques-Thomas – Wyndham Hotels & Resorts
Maryann Pagano – BlackHawk Data, LLC
Kimberly Salerno – WW International, Inc.
Avani Sarkar – Modi Toys
Jill Saxon – Bausch + Lomb
Caroline Sayan – Dress For Success Northern New Jersey
Tammeisha Smith – Dunbar Center, Inc.
Melissa Stosic – DotLab

SHOWCASE YOUR BUSINESS!
Send a live toast to the winners
Congratulate the Top 25 with an Ad

Special thanks to
our media partner
and sponsor.

QUESTIONS? email: info@lweworld.com -or- CALL: 1-877-293-2090
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OPPORTUNITY ROASTS
The owners of Java Love highlight coffee
produced by women farmers
BY GABRIELLE SAULSBERY
@GSAULSBERY

H

eading up to their home in the
Catskills was a chance to unplug
and spend time together with
their young children. Away from the hustle and bustle of their city jobs and life in
North Jersey, Jodie Dawson and KristineEllis Petrik immersed themselves in the serenity that comes with fresh mountain air
and pastoral landscapes.
But away from the crowds, away from
the go-go-go—what’s a gal got to do to get a
good cup of coffee?
Ten years ago, Dawson and Petrik
asked that question. The most common
response?
“Well, Citgo has pretty good coffee.”
The answer they landed on? They had
to open their own spot. But for Dawson, a
clinical psychologist and Petrik, a CNN executive, it was an unlikely basket in which
to stow their eggs. Even initially, their
mountain town daydream was to establish
a little local market. While calling around
for potential vendors, Dawson got on the
horn with a coffee roastery closing its doors
but willing to sell the business in full.
A decade later, the pair run a coffee
empire with four shops including two near
their home in Montclair, and a wholesale
business that supplies coffee for the historic Phoenicia Diner and lifestyle brand
Beekman 1802, among others.
Though the two had no formal coffee training, the former owners of what

became Java Love trained them on the
roasting equipment before handing over
the reins. Years before, Petrik trained be a
sommelier—something she never used in
the wine world but drew from in her understanding and evaluation of how coffee
is supposed to taste. Dawson brings something different to the table.
“It’s funny, the way our brains work
is so different. I can’t remember anything
about the details about the terroir and
which was grown where. I always have to remind myself and look it up and really study
it. But recently I’ve been recognizing that
my palate is very fine tuned,” Dawson said.
“We do a lot of coffee cupping and quality
control. We both trained on the equipment
together and I was never allowed to touch
it again … I’m not a kinesthetic person, it
doesn’t flow for me. But when I taste the
coffee, I know [when it needs tweaking], I
just don’t know how.”
“I think there are people who are super tasters and Jodie is one of them,” Petrik
said. “I am not a super taster, but I have a
larger library of understanding. Jodie is all
gut. She couldn’t taste something and say,
‘it needs more development at higher temperature.’ She doesn’t know the map of how
to get there. She just knows we don’t want
to be here; we want to be 10 miles down the
road. I get us there.”
In August, Java Love launched a Women's Coffee Producers series to celebrate
women-grown coffee. They’ve thus far featured coffee produced in Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador, and Peru.

www.njbiz.com
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Two cousins in Peru run a women-only coffee operation. Their beans are sold at Java Love.
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Java Love has two storefronts in Montclair where its coffee is handcrafted and roasted in small batches highlighting and
maintaining the quality and character of each bean.

If you see a downed power line,

call 911.

Petrik roasts beans for Java Love.

“Right now, it’s limited supply, because they’re smaller farms, but everything, all the purchases go back to the
farms to help them with their infrastructure. We just feel really good about it, and
it’s really a celebration of women all along
this coffee chain,” Dawson said.
“The first one we released was the
Mexican chiapas, and we were doing the
tasting of it, and it’s honestly like no other coffee we had,” Petrik said. “They're
all such unique, amazing coffees, and in
the coffee industry women are incredibly
underrepresented. By doing this, and by
investing in them, it’s changing the socioeconomic structures in these farming
communities and giving women more
power and financial freedom. It’s amazing
when you can help change the cycle.”
They hope to get out to the coffee
growing regions in the next year or so to
admire their growers’ work. In Peru, two
cousins from a long line of coffee growers went to their parents and proposed
they lease them a portion of the adjoining
farms for a women-only grow operation.
Nine women work there now, experimenting with different varietals and organic
beans. Their coffee, Petrik said, is routinely rated in the 90s by critics, compared to
the coffee on farms nearby rated in the 80s.
“They’re outperforming their male
counterparts by quite a lot,” Petrik said.

firstenergycorp.com/PublicSafety

Email: gsaulsbery@njbiz.com
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WRONG COURSE
Why Hoboken’s climate change lawsuit is bad for New Jersey
BY MICHAEL THULEN JR.

F

or most of us, if we have a leaky roof or
something in our home that needs repair,
we save up so that we can fix it. It would
be nice if our gas or electric provider would just
hand us money for repairs, but that’s just not reality. In a lawsuit over climate change, the city of
Hoboken is trying this trick to get money for its
own infrastructure projects. The problem is that
Hoboken is sticking the rest of us with the bill.
Its lawsuit will make it much more expensive for
us to put gas in our cars and turn on our lights.
Regardless of whether Hoboken’s concerns
are a result of climate change or poor planning locally, it has become clear that more can
be done to prepare for the impacts extreme
weather events are having on our shore and
low-lying areas. Hurricane Sandy hit my community in Point Pleasant Borough, where I formerly served as council president, just as much
as anywhere else. The question is what we are
going to do to prepare for it as a community and
as local officials.
Hoboken and a few other municipalities
across the country are choosing to point fingers
at others instead of taking responsibility for allowing overdevelopment to occur and for failing
to invest in infrastructure resiliency. Their lawsuits argue that energy companies are to blame
for climate change because they sold us gas,
electricity and other energy staples we all use
daily. They are demanding that the energy companies turn over billions of dollars to fund local
projects that they say will protect their municipalities from the perceived impacts of climate
change but that they likely have not spent any
time developing or studying.
As someone whose professional career has
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been largely devoted to local governance, I am
deeply concerned about the impact these lawsuits
will have on our communities, from local jobs to
the affordability of gas and electricity for our families and businesses. It also sets a terrible precedent.
First, deciding who should pay for any localized impacts of climate change is not a liability
issue for the courts to decide. The U.S. Supreme
Court has already spoken on this general issue.
In 2011, it unanimously ruled that energy companies could not be held liable for greenhouse gas
emissions under federal law. In her ruling, Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg said the EPA and Congress,
not the courts, are the appropriate venues to deal
with climate policies. This includes the causes
and impacts of climate change.
The Supreme Court’s ruling was reinforced
in April of this year when federal appellate
court dismissed New York City’s climate lawsuit. Hoboken’s lawsuit is a carbon copy of New
York City’s case. There is no legal foundation for
any of these claims. With such unambiguous
and authoritative rulings, it is irresponsible for
Hoboken and the climate activists behind this
litigation to continue their legal campaign.
Second, as a municipal leader, it was my
responsibility to weigh our energy needs and
economic interests along with environmental
concerns. This litigation, though, will do nothing
to address the environmental concerns that leaders in Hoboken are raising. Worse, public records
reveal the law firms peddling these lawsuits will
siphon hundreds of millions of dollars from any
funds dedicated to infrastructure projects. If we
need to spend money on local projects to help
better mitigate environmental impacts, there is
no need to enrich more lawyers along the way.
Third, municipal climate lawsuits directly
affect our state and local economic health. The

truth is that oil and natural gas provide a significant amount of money to our state economy –
more than $21 billion. Moreover, the oil and gas
industry supports more than 142,000 jobs here,
in such industries as services, retail, manufacturing and construction. Further pursuit of wasteful
litigation threatens our financial security.
Finally, climate litigation is unpopular because it will lead to higher energy prices. Findings from a poll conducted by the Manufacturers Accountability Project indicated that only
2% of voters believe that suing companies is
the best way to pay for existing climate change
damages. Similarly, nearly half of those polled
thought that it was unfair to blame a handful of
companies for an issue that is global in nature.
For these and many other reasons, many
municipal leaders have voiced their opposition
to climate litigation, including in coastal California. This litigation is just not a good idea, and
it won’t lead to any solutions.
If elected officials in the Garden State are
serious about becoming more resilient in the
wake of major weather events such as Hurricane Ida, they must confront this complex
problem with the collaborative mindset and
innovative spirit that America exemplifies. Instead of wastefully squandering vital taxpayer
money on trial attorneys and professional activists, municipal leaders in New Jersey should
be working with a broad coalition of business,
government, infrastructure designers, and environmental leaders on the type of innovative
measures that can provide more resiliency in
the face of extreme weather events and mitigate the local impact.
Michael Thulen Jr. is a former president of
the Point Pleasant Borough Council.
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“Small businesses do not always have the same need for [big-firm] services nor may they have wherewithal to hire mid-sized or larger firms.” — Michael H. Karu

GETTING TOGETHER
How small and mid-sized CPA firms are
approaching mergers and acquisitions

BY MARTIN DAKS

A

variety of issues — including the
increasing ability to work remotely
and concerns over succession planning — are causing a rise in M&A activity
among accounting firms, according to published reports, including an August article in
the Journal of Accountancy. Does that mean
it’s time to add smaller CPA firms to the Endangered Species list?
“Not at all,” say CPAs like Michael H.
Karu, a member of Levine,
Jacobs & Company, LLC
who is in charge of the
Business Valuation and
Litigation Support Group
at the approximately
30-person firm. “Even the
Karu
one-and-two person firms
will always have a niche. Without the overhead that larger firms have, their fee structures
mean lower hourly billing rates. Small businesses do not always have the same need for
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[big-firm] services nor may they have wherewithal to hire mid-sized or larger firms.”
Levine, Jacobs has engaged in some
dealmaking, and Karu said it “is a way to
grow a practice,” but cautioned that “one
needs to be exceedingly careful as to the
merger partner.”
As he sees it, organic growth has some
advantages, including offering the ability for

“both the client and the CPA to grow together.” And natural growth gives a client the
ability to stay with an individual CPA “based
on criteria determined by the client.”
But organic growth usually means
slower expansion, and “We are in an ‘I want
it now’ society,” he cautioned. In addition,
“If a partner nearing retirement brings
See M&A on page 16

Large or small, NJCPA has the back of CPAs
“Firms of every size need to build relationships with clients and advise them,” said NJCPA Chief
Executive Oﬃcer and Executive Director Ralph Albert Thomas. “And the NJCPA helps them — particularly smaller firms that don’t have the resources of large ones — with advice and other assistance on
issues like the PPP [Payroll Protection Program]. Particularly during the pandemic, we’ve been serving
as a resource and liaison, helping to deliver clarity around technical issues.”
Even though many aging baby-boomer CPAs continue to practice, “some into their 70s and beyond,”
enough are retiring and looking to monetize their partnership or other interest by merging or selling their practice, he added. “But smaller firms are still important and can attract clients. They can
generally provide good guidance at a reasonable price, and clients enjoy having easy access to top
partners. And if the firm needs more resources, some smaller ones join alliances that let them tap
into additional talent. So yes, there’s definitely still a place for smaller firms.”
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ANYONE THERE?
Why the pipeline of professionals may be drying up
BY MARTIN DAKS

The number of candidates for the CPA
exam dipped to its lowest level in 10 years
in 2018, according to the latest AICPA
Trends Report. At the same time, the AICPA
estimated that — as of 2020 — 75% of its
members were eligible to retire. Does this
mean a CPA drought is ahead? Actually, it’s
here already, according to some experts.
For Tifphani White-King, a principal
and National Tax Practice Leader at the international audit, tax and
advisory firm Mazars, the
shortage hit home when
a colleague at a peer firm
mentioned that “a tax
White-King
professional left to become a TikTok star,” after realizing they were
earning about $60,000 a year “for spending
one hour a day on the online platform.”
A CPA shortfall has persisted for at least
a decade, she noted, but it’s gotten worse as
the path to the top doesn’t offer the guarantees it used to. “You’ll always have a job as an
accountant, but the partner-level security has
been eroded. At one time a retired partner
could count on a significant buyout or other
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income stream, but as people live longer
firms can’t support the same level. CPA firms
need to focus more on these kinds of issues.”
White-King also pointed to a series of
surveys that indicate a growing number of
people don’t view CPA certification as being
as important as they used to. According to a
state and national survey released in 2021
by the Illinois CPA Society, 15% or fewer of
respondents older than 22 plan to become
CPAs. And while a CPA generally establishes
a degree of “instant creditability,” according
to White-King, it’s just not as important in
some cases. The Illinois report, for example,
highlighted a 2020 Wall Street Journal article
that noted just 36% “of CFOs at the 1,000
largest U.S. public companies were CPAs
in 2019, which is the lowest figure in the six
years Korn Ferry has collected the data.”
To attract and retain qualified people,
Mazars is working with human resources,
diversity and inclusion and other professionals to ensure its pay and hiring practices
remain competitive, “and we also try to keep
people motivated, engaged and happy with
mentorships and other formal and informal
programs. A long time ago I noticed those
people who came in smiling and those who
did not. I want my teams to be happy.”

Other CPAs are also sounding the
alarm. “No CPA firm has enough people,”
said Glenn Friedman,
co-managing
partner
at Prager Metis CPAs.
To a large degree, that’s
due to the AICPA itself,
he added. “Some years
back, in a bid to elevate
Friedman
accounting educational
standards to more closely represent those
for lawyers and doctors, the AICPA instituted a 150-credit hour educational requirement. At the time I said it was a bad idea,
because it meant more barriers to entry,
and that — along with a relaxation of the
requirement to work for a CPA firm for two
years — meant that fewer people choose to
work in a CPA firm.” In New Jersey, besides
passing the national CPA exam, a CPA candidate generally needs one year of experience in the practice of public accounting
or its equivalent, under the direction of a
licensee, according to the NJCPA.
TECH TO THE RESCUE
But the news is not all bad. “Between
technological advances and COVID-related remote work requirements, the whole
country is now open for recruiting regardless of your physical location,” he added.
“We’ve hired people from places like Chica-

go, Arkansas and Atlanta. And many firms
are also hiring qualified people from India,
the Philippines and other competitive-cost
locations to take on some work.”
CPA firms are also shifting their business model. “The development of artificial
intelligence means that CPAs will be doing
less compliance and review work and will
be able to deliver more high-level advisory
assistance,” Friedman said. “So having a reduced number of candidates isn’t necessarily bad. But the profession will have to adapt.”
Some firms have already taken steps
to adjust. “I remember when just about everyone at a firm would
study and sit for the CPA
exam,” said Ren Cicalese, managing shareholder at Alloy Silverstein Accountants and
Advisors. “But today, if
Cicalese
you pressure people to
take it, they’re likely to quit. So finding new
staff is a full-time job. We never used headhunters before, but now we are.”
Cicalese said he is also looking beyond
traditional help-wanted ads. “I’ve been at
restaurants and other locations, and when
I see someone who displays a good work
ethic, I ask about their educational background. You’d be surprised at how many
are finance or accounting majors, and I’ve
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been able to hire some. After all, when
you get right down to it, at some level
we’re all in the client service business.”
Phillip Goldstein, the CEO of
Goldstein Lieberman & Co. LLC, observed that his profession involves
“meeting a lot of deadlines, including
taxes, financial statements, SEC reporting, sales, and payroll taxes. So we
usually put in long hours, and many of
the younger generation just aren’t interested in doing that. And I think that
the AICPA and the state societies exacerbated the problem when they rolled
out the 150-credit hour requirement.”
Still, Goldstein’s firm is bringing
in new talent. “We’re fortunate enough
to be right around the corner from Ramapo College, and we have a huge internship program,” he said. “And at the
other end, unlike some forms we do
not have a mandatory partner retirement age. If you’re still sharp and want
to work, why should we push you out?”
To retain people — “tax season
is still a killer,” he noted — Goldstein
Lieberman offers competitive salaries
and benefits, advancement opportunities, and flexible schedules. “We
also promote a collegial team environment, and we try to help people to enjoy themselves. No one ever says, “I’m
too busy to help.”

During busy times, the firm also
brings in meals and massage therapists and engages concierge services
to run errands for employees. To
promote a team spirit, the firm also
sponsors dinners and trips to sports
games, concerts and other outings —
although the COVID pandemic put a
dent in that. “It’s an investment, because this way we’re able to attract
and retain qualified people, and people are happy they’re more effective,”
noted Goldstein. “But it’s also more
pleasant to work with smart people
who enjoy what they do.”
Ted Carnevale, co-leader at the
New Jersey office
of the accounting
and advisory firm
Grassi, has also felt
the pinch. “Across
firms, it’s getting
harder to find liCarnevale
censed CPAs, and
fewer people are sitting for the exam,”
he said. “We try to hire new accounting graduates and then train them,
coach them and otherwise try to get
them to stay with our firm. Salary and
benefits are part of the attraction, but
we also maintain team-building and
other programs to foster a collegial
environment.”

A DIFFERENT TAKE
Not everyone agrees that a shortage of CPAs exists. “Through our hiring efforts, we are currently not seeing
a crimp in CPA candidates,” according
to Theresa Richardson, a partner and
chief talent officer at Withum. “Our entry-level candidates are continuing to
pass the exam as fast as possible, and
we continue to find quality CPA candidates in our recruiting efforts.”
To attract and retain CPAs, Withum starts “by providing a culture
and benefit that promotes passing
the exam as quickly as possible,” said
Richardson. “In terms of benefits, we
help our team members in many ways
to pass the exam. We help with providing discounts for CPA review materials, financial help with paying for the
materials, time off to take the exam
and financial rewards when someone
passes the exam. The sooner someone
passes the exam, the greater the bonus
for passing.”
At the same time, at Withum “and
in most in the industry, you cannot be
a manager without your CPA license.
So, if you are interested in making it to
the higher ranks of the firm, obtaining
your license is key.”
Professionals at Marks Paneth are
also upbeat about the CPA pipeline.

“We do a lot of college recruiting and
we’re seeing a fairly consistent flow
of candidates,” said Richard Jania,
partner-in-charge of the accounting
and advisory firm’s New Jersey office.
“There’s an expected number of retirements at the partner- and staff-level,
but many of our new recruits stay and
grow within the firm. We have succession plans, and as existing partners
transition new partners come in.”
Marks Paneth Director of HR
Steve Sacks has noticed a slight uptick in people leaving for corporate
accounting but pointed out that the
firm attracts a steady stream of applicants, including “college interns who
get hired and advance from associates
to seniors and, if they’re qualified, ultimately to partners —Rich joined the
firm more than 20 years ago and followed this path.”
Added Sacks, “At Marks Paneth we
try to develop a sense of community.
Pre-pandemic we had events like Taco
Tuesday, kickball teams and other
social activities during busy season.
Now we buy lunch and dinner for people while they’re working remotely,
and we offer virtual classes on topics
like mixology and yoga. It’s all about
achieving a work-life balance to make
things a bit easier for everyone.”

Advisory | Tax | Audit

Redefining what you should expect
from your accountant.
Grassi advisors and accountants provide the insights
you need to make confident business decisions.

Michael Hochman, CPA, CCIFP
Partner, Co-Leader of New Jersey Market
mhochman@grassicpas.com
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BETTER BUSINESS
Why ESG reporting is spreading to smaller companies and what it means for budgeting
BY MARTIN DAKS

E

nvironmental, social and governance reporting is not generally required for non-public companies,
but Mazars — an audit,
tax, and advisory firm
— recently helped a privately owned client in
the food and beverage
industry to put together
its first non-financial
reporting statement, acWalters
cording to Mazars Partner Kristen Walters.
She said it could represent a trend.
“The company is in our middle-market practice which means revenues are
below $500 million,” she noted. “This client implemented a sustainability report to
respond to requests from customers to provide information on ESG metrics, and their
will to organize and formalize their reporting to these clients.”
For a long time, large publicly held companies were the only businesses that had to be
concerned with potentially costly ESG report-
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ing. But now, it looks like privately held enterprises are increasingly being held to similar
standards, often without regulatory mandates.
Investors and others are driving the
move to expand ESG reporting, Walters
added. “It is very much on the agenda of
smaller middle-market and below companies. In these markets the drivers of ESG
reporting are different stakeholders, like
investors or clients for example.”
Some investors “have sustainability
goals that affect their investment decisions
and therefore companies that want to tap
into such capital or are owned by such investors are reporting or working on their
ESG reporting plans,” added Mazars Partner Jerome Devillers.
“Likewise, a number of
companies are entering the ESG reporting
space because they are
responding to requests
from clients. These clients, either publicly
Devillers
held, foreign held, or simply on the forefront of sustainability reporting are now

monitoring ESG metrics beyond the walls
of their own organizations and throughout their supply chains. Satisfying requests
from important customers is leading to a
broader penetration of ESG reporting into
smaller companies’ markets.”
ESG reporting certainly “will be perceived as another compliance cost or burden
by many companies,” Devillers added. “There
is no question that starting from scratch a
new reporting function — that is implementing a process, training people, modifying systems, collecting, checking and aggregating a
report — can be seen as overwhelming.”
Mazars helps clients of varying sizes “to
elevate and update their understanding of
this quickly developing field, assess the need
and benefits of such reporting, organize a
non-financial reporting function, or provide
some assurance on their non-financial reporting,” according to Walters. As part of a
global firm, “Mazars is uniquely positioned
to helps clients in these markets on this area
of non-financial reporting, with the combination of practical experience, locally trained
consultants, and expertise in standards.”

Other professionals are seeing similar
moves. “ESG creep is absolutely affecting
an increasing number of
smaller companies,” according to George Gallinger, a CohnReznick
Principal and Advisory,
Governance, Risk and
Compliance
National
Director. “Like public
Gallinger
companies, private companies have multiple stakeholders such as employees, regulators, and investors. The communities
they operate in often identify an ESG strategy as being a key component of the company’s value proposition. More and more,
a company without a stated ESG strategy is
being viewed as a risk to these stakeholders
given the public’s heightened concern with
environmental and social issues.”
CohnReznick works with clients “to
help them understand the various material ESG risks relevant to their organizations,” he added. “This includes related
standards that may fit their needs from a
goal setting and reporting perspective. We
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are also advising them on the need to develop and refine their ESG goals, establish
various governance structures within the
organization, and develop the infrastructure needed to maintain an effective, goaldriven ESG reporting program.”
GEARING UP FOR THE NEW GIGS
To handle the expanded scope of activity, CohnReznick is “ramping up our
capabilities and services to become our
client’s strategic ESG advisors,” Gallinger
explained. “But we’re not doing this alone.
We’re working in tandem with some of the
best minds in the environmental space to

deliver solutions. We are currently in the
process of piloting and rolling out an ESG
readiness assessment. This would be leveraged to help organizations identify and prioritize their specific ESG risks and develop
an action plan to address them. The assessment process enables us to understand a
company’s level of ESG readiness by evaluating a range of governance, process, risk,
and controls protocols and develop oversight mechanisms within the organization
to ensure the ongoing monitoring of goals
and quality ESG reporting.”
In some cases, private equity funds
are pushing target companies to engage

Bottom-up pressure for ESG
Michael Hochman, a partner and co-leader of the New Jersey oﬃce of the accounting and advisory firm
Grassi, has seen certain vendors require clients “to have one or more [ESG and
other] policies in place in as a condition of doing business with them. Our largest
niche is architects, construction and engineering firms, and we see this in the in the
construction space where they require it. So it filters down to smaller markets.”

Hochman

For smaller or middle-market companies in particular, ESG reporting may
initially add another layer of cost, “but it may offer benefits too,” he added.
“For younger people especially, this is important as an employee or an
investor; so to be competitive, companies increasingly have to pivot to ESG.”

Even though it’s still an emerging service for Grassi, the firm is gearing up to help clients with ESG.
“We’re talking about developing a service offering to help clients manage reporting requirements,
and to develop policies and procedures for ESG,” he explained. “We’re still in the dialog stage,
but we may bring on new people — it’s a developing segment and could open up new revenue
opportunities for the firm.”
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in ESG reporting, said Joe Holman, ESG
Practice Leader at Withum, an advisory and
accounting firm. When
private equity funds
consider buying a company or making a loan,
they often “analyze target companies using
Holman
ESG factors,” he said. “PE firms and others
are pushing companies to adopt ESG standards and reporting.”
And it can be expensive. “Bloomberg and
other large companies can spend $100,000 or
more on 100-page-plus glossy reports, but
smaller companies can easily scale down the
cost, by reporting on readily available metrics
like employee turnover and diversity activities,” he noted. “And I don’t think you’ll see
mom-and-pop companies get too involved
in ESG initiatives and reporting, unless they
see a marketing advantage.”
Other countries are pushing for mandatory ESG reporting, and stateside, the
SEC has been tinkering with the idea. But
Holman doesn’t think that mandatory
reporting will occur anytime soon here.
“The SEC has created task forces to study
ESG, but the likelihood of broad ESG reporting requirements is unlikely,” he said.
“SEC. Commissioner Elad L. Roisman in
June stated that the SEC should wait un-

til there is more agreement on what ESG
information should be reported and who
is responsible for setting ESG standards.”
Still, Nasdaq-listed companies — including those with smaller boards — will
generally be required to have at least one
diverse director by Aug. 7, 2023 — or explain why they don’t. And “in September the
Commission has stated that a number of its
disclosure rules may require disclosure related to climate change,” Holman said.
ESG is also “a big topic at organizations
like National Association
of Corporate Directors,”
according to Ralph Albert Thomas, the NJCPA
chief executive officer
and executive director.
“People — including
Thomas
investors, potential employees and employees — are asking public
and non-public companies about they’re
doing about ESG, and companies are responding because they want a welcoming
environment that attracts talent.”
Will ESG reporting become mandatory? “That’s hard to say,” said Thomas. “But
I believe it will be expected in large companies and the next-tier firms. If I were on the
board of a privately owned company I’d be
asking what we’re doing with regard to ESG
and D&I (diversity and inclusion).”
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a new client into the firm and leaves shortly
thereafter, the client may decide to go with the
[departing] CPA.”
Still, besides offering rapid growth, a merger or acquisition may give a firm the ability to
“acquire talent along with the clients,” he noted.
But M&A isn’t necessarily all roses. “Partners may have differing management styles and
expectations, while some clients may not be a
great fit for the merged practice,” warned Karu.
“Also, there may be conflicts between existing
and newly acquired clients, while there may
also be differing internal compensation methods between the merged forms,” which could
spark conflicts.
However, like the proverbial porridge that’s
just right, Karu believes that Levine Jacobs —
which he said is “on the small side of mediumsized firms” — is in a good spot. “Our corporate
client base is mostly in New Jersey and New
York, and as such, it is easier to pitch a local
business.”
At the same time, Zoom video calls and
other technology offer an extended reach for
the firm. “Our individual clients can be located
almost anywhere,” Karu explained. “We handle
tax work in 30 or more states, including Florida,
North Carolina, Colorado, California, Maine,
Massachusetts and Virginia. Most were New

Jersey residents who moved [but retained the
firm’s services]; some came to us by referral.”
Phillip Goldstein — a CPA and CEO of
Goldstein Lieberman & Co.
LLC — also said the field is
wide enough for a variety of
players, but noted that “as the
‘pie’ of locally owned businesses shrinks, some firms
feel they have to get someGoldstein
what larger.”
His firm, ranked by NJBIZ in 2021 as the
ninth-largest in New Jersey with about 100
people, has completed some deals — the most
recent one was completed earlier this year with
Valhalla, N.Y.-based ABD Associates LLP.
“Organic growth is good, but to get double-digit growth you generally need M&A,”
said Goldstein. “We have clients in every state
and some overseas. Many of our national ones
started here and them moved and took us with
them.”
The firm’s offices are in New Jersey and
New York, but Goldstein said that “we’re registered to do business in many states, and we can
access clients’ books and records electronically.
Further, we can use Zoom and FaceTime for
conversations. Our size enables us to be trusted
advisers to clients. We know them, their family, their finances and as a result we’re friends
as well as advisers, whether we communicate
face-to-face or electronically.”

“Organic growth is good,
but to get double-digit growth
you generally need M&A.
We have clients in every state
and some overseas. Many of
our national ones started
here and them moved and
took us with them.”
- Phillip Goldstein,
CEO of Goldstein Lieberman & Co. LLC

Many skills, one vision
of excellence.

Our expertise in audit, tax and a range of advisory services
brings together many technical skills to serve our clients with
consistent quality around the world.
Experience a different way of working
Find out more at mazars.us
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% OF BUSINESS
AUDIT & ACCOUNTING | TAX
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY | OTHER
32% | 28%
25% | 15%

N.J.
CPAS
551

NA | NA
NA | NA

389

1|2

Ernst & Young LLP
www.ey.com
1890

ADDRESS
PHONE | FAX
99 Wood Ave. S.
Iselin, 08830
(732) 516-4200 | (732) 516-4429

2|3

Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries
www.deloitte.com
1895

100 Kimball Drive
Parsippany, 07054
(973) 602-6000 | (973) 602-5050

Princeton, Jersey City

Paul Krieger

3|1

KPMG LLP
www.us.kpmg.com
1897

51 John F. Kennedy Parkway
Short Hills, 07078
(973) 467-9650 | (973) 467-7930

Montvale, Roseland

Jennifer Shimek

38% | 22%
40% | NA

382

4|7

CohnReznick LLP
www.cohnreznick.com
1919

14 Sylvan Way
Parsippany, 07054
(973) 228-3500 | (973) 228-0330

Holmdel

Steven Schinella,
Rose Ann Slawson

52% | 29%
8% | 11%

316

5|4

Withum
www.withum.com
1974

506 Carnegie Center, Suite 400
Princeton, 08540
(609) 520-1188 | NA

Whippany, East Brunswick,
Saddle Brook, Red Bank

William R. Hagaman Jr.

46% | 39%
12% | 3%

261

6|6

EisnerAmper LLP(1)
www.eisneramper.com
1963

111 Wood Ave. S.
Iselin, 08830-2700
(732) 243-7000 | (732) 951-7400

Diane Wasser, Charles Weinstein

40% | 36%
24% | 0%

220

7|5

Marcum LLP
www.marcumllp.com
1951

105 Eisenhower Parkway, Suite 301
Roseland, 07068
(973) 646-3800 | (973) 646-3801

Ilan Hirschfeld, Marge Filippelli

NA | NA
NA | NA

200

8|9

Goldstein Lieberman & Co. LLC
www.glcpas.com
1946

Crossroads Corporate Center
1 International Blvd., Suite 700
Mahwah, 07495
(201) 512-5700 | (201) 512-5701

Phillip E. Goldstein

45% | 40%
10% | 5%

104

9 | 10

PKF O'Connor Davies LLP
www.pkfod.com
1891

300 Tice Blvd., Suite 315
Woodcliff Lake, 07677
(201) 712-9800 | (201) 712-0988

Cranford, Livingston,
Woodcliff Lake

Brian Flynn, Kevin J. Keane,
Chris Petermann

56% | 16%
16% | 12%

102

10 | 11

Friedman LLP
www.friedmanllp.com
1924

100 Eagle Rock Ave., Suite 200
East Hanover, 07936
(973) 929-3500 | (973) 929-3501

Marlton, Somers Point,
Red Bank

Harriet Greenberg, Federick Berk

38% | 38%
NA | 25%

90

11 | 14

SobelCo
www.SobelCoLLC.com
1956

293 Eisenhower Parkway, Suite 290
Livingston, 07039
(973) 994-9494 | (973) 994-1571

Woodcliff Lake

Alan D. Sobel

43% | 38%
7% | 12%

84

12 | 11

Wiss & Co. LLP
www.wiss.com
1969

100 Campus Drive, Suite 400
Florham Park, 07932
(973) 994-9400 | (973) 992-6760

Flemington

Paul L. Peterson

40% | 40%
15% | 5%

80

13 | 8

Citrin Cooperman
www.citrincooperman.com
1979

290 W. Mount Pleasant Ave., Suite 3310
Livingston, 07039
(973) 218-0500 | NA

Alex Serrano

30% | 35%
35% | 0%

78

13 | 13

Sax LLP
www.saxllp.com
1956

389 Interpace Parkway, Suite 3
Parsippany, 07054
(973) 472-6250 | (973) 472-7172

Pennington

Joseph A. Damiano

39% | 45%
15% | 1%

78

15 | 14

BDO USA LLP
www.bdo.com
1910

90 Woodbridge Center Drive, 4th Floor
Woodbridge, 07095
(732) 750-0900 | (732) 750-1222

Cherry Hill

Anthony Castellano,
Jennifer Quaglino

46% | 31%
23% | 0%

72

16 | 16

WilkinGuttenplan
www.wgcpas.com
1983

1200 Tices Lane
East Brunswick, 08816
(732) 846-3000 | (732) 846-0618

Edward I. Guttenplan

53% | 42%
4% | 0%

67

17 | 18

Untracht Early
www.untracht.com
1993

325 Columbia Turnpike, Suite 202
Florham Park, 07932
(973) 408-6700 | (973) 408-9275

Tracey B. Early,
David S. Untracht

23% | 64%
4% | 8%

64

18 | 17

RSM US LLP
rsmus.com
1926

333 Thornall St., 6th Floor
Edison, 08837
(732) 515-7300 | (732) 515-7301

John Lanza, Andre Chabanel,
Steve Ems

NA | NA
NA | NA

58

18 | 23

Smolin, Lupin & Co. P.A.
Smolin.com
1947

165 Passaic Ave., Suite 411
Fairfield, 07004
(973) 439-7200 | (973) 439-0720

Theodore Dudek

38% | 53%
1% | 8%

58

20 | 20

Grant Thornton LLP
www.grantthornton.com
1924

186 Wood Ave. S., 4th Floor
Iselin, 08830
(732) 516-5500 | (732) 516-5502

Bryan Merrigan

34% | 27%
39% | 0%

56

21 | 25

Prager Metis CPAs
www.pragermetis.com
1920

222 Mount Airy Road
Basking Ridge, 07920
(908) 766-9800 | (908) 766-9811

Cranbury, Hackensack

Glenn Friedman, Lori Roth

26% | 42%
32% | 0%

52

22 | 20

Bowman & Co. LLP
www.bowman.cpa
1939

601 White Horse Road
Voorhees, 08043
(856) 435-6200 | (856) 435-0440

Woodbury, Moorestown

Michael D. Cesaro

89% | 10%
1% | 0%

51

23 | 22

Rotenberg Meril
www.rmsbg.com
1986

Park 80 W., Plaza 1
250 Pehle Ave.
Saddle Brook, 07663
(201) 487-8383 | (201) 490-2080

Neal Rotenberg, Lawrence Meril

50% | 40%
2% | 8%

50

24 | 19

Mazars USA LLP
www.mazars.us
1921

399 Thornall St.
Edison, 08837
(732) 549-2800 | (732) 549-2898

Paula Ferreira, James Blake

40% | 36%
24% | 0%

49

25 | 24

Nisivoccia
www.nisivoccia.com
1970

200 Valley Road, Suite 300
Mount Arlington, 07856
(973) 298-8500 | (973) 298-8501

Francis (Bud) Jones

69% | 27%
3% | 0%

44

RANK | PREV.

ADDITIONAL N.J. LOCATION(S)
Secaucus, Edison, Hoboken

SENIOR EXECUTIVE(S)

Neptune

Red Bank

Newton

Anthony Sgammato

Source: The firms. (1) EisnerAmper LLP announced Horvath & Giacin P.C. merged with the firm effective Jan. 16, 2020. NA: Not Available. NR: Not Ranked. There is no charge to be included in NJBIZ lists. We assume that information provided by representatives is
accurate and truthful. We are not responsible for the omission of organizations that do not respond to our requests for information. Information received after press deadline cannot be included. If you wish to be included in future lists visit www.njbiz.com/lists and click
on "Complete Survey" or e-mail lists@njbiz.com. The lists, or any parts of them, cannot be reproduced without written permission from NJBIZ. For more information on NJBIZ, please visit www.njbiz.com.
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PIC PAGE
National Junior Tennis & Learning of Trenton’s (NJTLT) 27th
Annual Gala on Sept. 26 at Mercer County Park exceeded all
goals after being postponed twice since 2019, those lost
revenues negatively impacted this nonprofit. However, it raised
over $300,000 in sponsorships, a silent auction, and ticket
sales to help get NJTLT back on track. Rather than the usual
sit-down dinner, NJTLT opted for a tennis component followed
by an informal reception at The Boathouse at Mercer Lake that
consisted of mingling, appetizers, and the company of special
guests, the Bryan Brothers, winners of 16 grand slam titles and
highly thought of as one of the best professional doubles tennis
teams in history.
a) From left: Thomas Majdanski, board president; Ginny Mason,
honorary co-chair; Albert Stark, honorary co-chair; Jeffrey
Perlman, honoree; Benny Sims, world-renowned tennis coach;
Andrew Lieu co-chair; and Amy Decker, co-chair.
b) From left the Bryan Brothers flanked by NJTL graduates
Rosemary Esquivel and Alfred Kandakai, and Premier Sponsor/
Honorary Co-chair Albert Stark.

Rutgers football hero, entrepreneur, and disability advocate Eric LeGrand stopped by Suburban Propane HQ in
Whippany for the launch announcement of Homesential, a comprehensive home warranty brand, that will be
available exclusively to customers in New Jersey.

In the fight against COVID
19, United Community
Corporation (UCC) decided to
use every tool in its arsenal to
get local residents vaccinated.
On Sept. 26., UCC hosted the
Community Wellness Fair at
Westside Park, in partnership
with Essex County, Partners
in Health and Amerigroup
RealSolutions. More than
200 residents were served
with food, a health screening
and physical, emotional,
social and intellectual
wellness information and 22
received their first dose of the
Pfizer or Johnson & Johnson
COVID vaccine.

MANUFACTURING
October 26, 2021 | 1:00 - 2:30 pm. (EDT) | Panel Discussion
Join NJBIZ and our panel of experts as they discuss the
following topics of Manufacturing:
• Dealing with supply chain and inventory issues
• Overcoming a shortage of skilled workers
• Maintaining defenses against cyber criminals
• Taking advantage of the Internet of Things

Moderator:
John Kennedy, CEO, New Jersey
Manufacturing Extension Program

• Using robotics and automation efficiently and profitably
• And much more!

To register, visit njbiz.com/events
For more information, please contact Allison Morgart at 732-246-5737 or amorgart@njbiz.com

SPONSOR

For sponsorship opportunities, please contact AnnMarie Karczmit at 732-246-5717 or akarczmit@njbiz.com
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:
N

ew Jersey’s communities have remained
incredibly resilient throughout the
pandemic, adjusting to closures, work
from home environments, and economic
downturn. But with communities re-opening
and a full recovery underway, it will be
necessary to refocus on the critical issue of
competitiveness on the global stage – and
avoid policy missteps, like tax hikes, that could
hamstring New Jersey’s ability to compete.
Our global economy has never been more
interconnected. And because New Jersey
businesses of all sizes have incredible access
to markets around the world, it’s essential that
our policy framework encourage expansion
and facilitate an American edge. Throughout
my time serving on the Chester Township
Council, I’ve seen firsthand the value that a
global approach to business can deliver for
local communities. We see this in the Fortune
500 companies that employee our residents,
as well as the abundant produce, information

technology, and pharmaceuticals we export
around the world. New Jersey is a world leader
in the innovation economy and we boast an
inherent drive to compete. Elected leaders at
all levels of government should elevate these
unique qualities of New Jersey’s economy.
With congressional lawmakers back at
work in Washington, they face a full legislative
agenda, including a massive reconciliation
package that currently includes a host of
proposed tax hikes to the corporate rate, the
individual rate, the capital gains rate, and the
Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI)
rate. If we are to truly undertake a swift
recovery, and regain New Jersey’s edge on the
global stage, lawmakers must avoid hikes to
these tax rates.

"Throughout my time
serving on the Chester
Township Council, I’ve
seen firsthand the value
that a global approach
to business can deliver
for local communities."

Sincerely,
Michael Inganamort
Council President, Chester Township
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Are you a past NJBIZ honoree/winner/finalist?

Join the Winners Circle.
NJBIZ’s Winners Circle is a special online publication featuring past
Award and Power List honorees, winners and finalists showcasing
their accomplishments since receiving their recognition. To
participate, we ask that you complete a simple questionnaire updating
us on “where you are now.” Our editors will utilize this information to
create your custom profile in this special publication.

Benefits of participating include:
• Your profile will be featured in our NJBIZ Winners Circle online
publication that will be shared with our over 60,000 subscribers.
• The publication will be available on NJBIZ.com for 12 months.
• Excellent opportunity to update your connections on what you
have been up to and what you are looking to do next.
• And much more!

Reserve your spot by October 15th and save $100!
Use the promo code EARLY.
https://njbiz.news/Winners

PUBLICATION DATE:
December 15, 2021
For more information, contact events@njbiz.com.
For sponsorship opportunities, contact kkiczales@njbiz.com.

